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P.190. 
New South Wales Police 

STATEMENT in matter of: Place: Maroubra Police Station 

Death of David ROSE Date: 27th January, 1998 

Name: LING, Elizabeth Ann 

Address: 

Occupation: University Lecturer. 

States:—

Tel No.: 

1. This statement made by me accurately sets out the evidence 

which I would be prepared, if necessary, to give in court as a 

witness. The statement is true to the best of my knowledge and 

belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in 

evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully 

stated in it anything which I know to be false or do not believe 

to be true. 

2. My age is 40 

3. On Tuesday the 27th January, 1998 I attended the Maroubra 

Police Station at about 3.30pm. I spoke with Detective Sergeant 

MATTHES who told me about a video that he wanted me to watch. I 

walked into an interview room with Det Sgt MATTHES. 

4. In the interview room I watched a black and white video 

which appeared to be a security camera in the foyer of a club. 

Sergeant MATTHES pointed a male person in the picture out to me 

and I watched this person walk across the screen to the left, 

and then across the screen to my right and walk up the stairs. 

5. From watching this video I am confident that this male 

person is not David ROSE because of the style of this persons 

hair was wrong, David had his hair always brushed back or in a 

pony tail, and never had a side part as did the man in the 

video. The other difference is that the male in the video walks 

differently, David walked in a clumsily manner where as the male 

in the video seemed to walk smoothly and confidently, the 
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general walking gait of the male in the video and David ROSE 

completely different. 

6. In comparison to the man in the video, David had short legs 

and a longer upper body, where as the man in the video has 

longer legs and shorter body, I do not think that the facial 

profile is similar to that of David ROSE. The nose seemed 

similar, but the chin and forehead were a different shape. 

7. The clothes that the man was wearing in the video are un-

like any that I have ever seen David ROSE wearing, David often 

made a lot of his own clothes and as a result David's clothes 

appeared ill fitting and tight. David seldom goes out without 

his glasses, and the man in the video is not wearing glasses. 

8. After viewing the video I am sure that the male person I 

saw in the video is not David ROSE. 

c------)Witness- _ -_
,._______-- .------

-----,--

Signature -  C-

Witness-   Signature:


